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Easy rainbow loom bracelets with fingers

Rainbow Loom band bracelets (and necklaces, jewelry, rings, headbands, oh my) are as popular as ever we've shared here, as kids find new ways to put them to use. Now, the tendency is to completely ditch looms and learn how to make bench bands with your fingers. Our kids do it and do the coolest crafts during games, long car rides or watching TV. I still
have scattered bands all over my house and our bench tape tutorial roundup (and advanced bench tape tutorials) remains some of the most popular posts on our site. But if you want a free way to go to a bench, here are 10 of our favorite bench band tutorials that don't require anything more than bands and your fingers. Or a pen, hook or fork. You may now
know that there are thousands of video tutorials on YouTube, so we've watched a lot, kids to find the patterns we love with good video and clear instructions. I hope you like them! 1-5. Fishtail Bracelet, Beaded Band Bracelet, C-Colored Bracelet, Charm Band Bracelet, Double Cross Bracelet Pattern Tutorials We love the party vibe on SaraBeautyCorner
bench band tutorials. Ballooning around her feet and cute graffiti comments (LOL), printing shiny watermets on the table and her look-at-me manicure, she's just plain fun. And we can't get enough of his charming accent! You will find 5 bench band bracelet tutorials in this tutorial (also the top) which are some of the most stylish around too. 6. Starburst Loom
Band Pattern Tutorial Made by Mommy are some of the easiest-to-follow tutorials on YouTube, and this Starburst bench tape pattern using just a snagged hook is a great starting pattern. You can even do it any length you want. You know, in the way you want a bench band or a necklace or a headband. 7. Triple Link Chain Loom Band Pattern Tutorial Aira
Tran's Triple Link Chain Rainbow bench band tutorial is no-frills, but the instructions are clear and easy to follow. This bracelet pattern color is a favorite with its large, daring loops. Note: With any of these videos, you can always use two fingers instead of items that are sometimes easier. And if you want to do this without an extra tool, you can pull the tapes
over with your fingers instead of the hook. 8. Angeline Loom Band Bracelet Pattern DudeLoomer Jay Salvez makes some slightly more grainy tutorials than others, but kids can enjoy his funny sounds and follow his clear instruction, so they're worth a look. I love using just one hook in angeline bench tape bracelets, originally developed by Instagram
@queb_5898 the company. It's beautiful! 9. Pencil Charm Loom Band Pattern This bench tape made with just a hook of pen charm, as shown by Made by Mommy, will probably be It's one of my kids' backpacks before the end of the weekend. And feeding bags. And zips. 10. Willis bench band bracelet pattern tutorial Visual learners should try the Willis
bench band bracelet tutorial by Olgacrafts. His videos don't feature any audio instructions, but his work goes very slowly so you'll find close-ups on the net, and he can keep up. Peppy instrumental music plays in the background, but considering how long this is you will say it gets a little old. So two tips: Use the Mute button and give yourself plenty of time-this
is a video of about 50 minutes. But the results? It's beautiful. Remember, you may want to hang out with your kids while they upload videos. I saw a few ads for adult movies before some tutorials (geez, YouTube) scared my little boys. But once you start loom band video tutorials, you can get back to what you're doing. Or hey, take some bands and run it with
your kids. Do you want more? See more Rainbow Loom band bracelet craft ideas. 1 Get your bands and clips! 2 Select 1 band and twist it around the pointed and middle finger. 3rd Add another 1 ... This time it's ;) No twist 4 And another ... 5 Grab the bottom 1 (one u bent) and bring it over the top of all bands. 6 Repeat with the other side... 7th Then :) put
another group 8 how to make this video u :) 9 Shows to shoot the bottom band on Go Ahead! Over 10 and over .... 11th Again and again! 12 Go until you reach the length you want. 13 Pull the extra tape.... Mine's hot pink 1 14 Look! No more:) 15 Put both rubber band loops on your finger (this just makes it easy to plug in the clip) make sure you pull tight! :P
16 Clips... 17 Now, take the tip of the clip and add clip 2. 18th Like this ^ 19 It's all over!!! 20 I had some ;) 21 Thanks for viewing this guide, and I hope you enjoy it!!! Have so much fun! Three of your fingers! Lots of rainbow bench rubber bands A 'c' or 's' clip This is a fun and easy way to make a fishtail bracelet! All you need- 2 fingers-rainbow woven bands-
a 'c' or 's' clip- patience is to get a tape and make and mark infinity or pointer and eight around the middle finger. Then put on two more normal bands. YOU ALWAYS HAVE 3 BANDS ON YOUR FINGERS! All the time!!!!!! Take the bottom tape and bring it to the top. Do it on both sides. Then add another group. Keep going until the bracelet is as long as you
want. Tip: If you're making a 3-color pattern to preserve the pattern, always put the new color band on your fingers. Take your clips 'c' or 's' and taste the tone in tone and tone as the zizi fits you. Take it out of your fingers and take off the tapes with your fingers. Then take the two sides and place them on the clip. Go to the bottom and it's the same thing.
That's it, that's it! Fish Over! An easy way to do it bracelets are everywhere. All you need is rubber bands and c or s clip colors to put a shape eight first color rubber band on both fingers of your choice. Put another one like this, then put another one before it bends. Take the bottom band and bring one side over your finger to the middle and do the same with
the other side. Repeat step 3 while adding another rubber band to the top so that you will always have three rubber bands on your fingers. But don't forget to fold any more. Continue to do so until your bracelet is the desired length. Crop and dress together!** Vote for us in the bracelet contest if you want! **Bracelet Contest Grand Prize So... After we shared
last week's inverted Fishtail video, we finally got around to continue the rainbow bench craze in our house, with this slightly simpler bench band patter - double fishtail - using your fingers. The finger looming is super popular in our house, my kids are only 6 and 4yrs old (video stars Red Ted! six years old... so i make her excuse, the screen is for the stray hand
- the finger counter pattern is really easy, so it shouldn't be a problem). But I digress ... Although we were given our first Rainbow Looms set at Cuthberts Toys a few months ago and can manage the Red Ted peg board - not only - he also found it frustrating. Making rainbow woven bracelets with the technique of looming fingers has changed all that.
Suddenly, he teamed up with the looming all day and followed his little 4yrs ex-sister. That's great. The thing I really like about bench bands - especially Finger Loom Band patterns - is how kids teach each other. Yes, I like to make crafts with my kids, but some things, I feel like they are, and the kids listen to the other kids. So... We're going to Red Ted's here,
6 years old, teaching us how to make double fishtails. Great. Doesn't it look good? These random patterns look great, or why not go for a rainbow counter bracelet! How easy is our Double Fishtail Finger Loom Video to Supe, right? I always tell my kid to sto take a break (use two pens to keep the pattern), if the bands start to feel tight during the finger
looming! Now, once you have mastered double fishtail, why not check out our Reverse Fishtail Pattern! Looking for More DIY Friendship Bracelets? Here are some great ones for Summer Camp and beyond! What's your favorite DIY Bracelet? 1 Collect your supplies. Count the number of bands you need for your bracelet. You probably need about 20 for a
child's bracelet and about 30 for an adult bracelet. You also need a C-clip that you can usually find in the hallway of the same craft store as bench bands. Sometimes clips are included when you purchase counterbands. Two to be sure He's got everything you need. Alternately between two colors, you can make a striped bracelet or a fun rainbow pattern
using a blend of colors. 2 Convert a group to a figure and fold it into a circle. Slide this circle into clip C. This is the beginning of your bracelet. We're going to #1 this group. 3 Squeeze a tape between your fingers. Slide this tape (#2) halfway to the circle you made in Step 2. Pull the ends up and hold them together. 4 Compress another group and scroll through
loops #2 the group group group. In doing so, #2 keep the ends together or the chain will come back! Now the group #2 part of its secure chain, and the group #3 group in the previous step #2 the group group. 5 Pinch up to the 10 th and slide again. Pass one ring of the last tape through the other loop and pull firmly. Slide the remaining ring of the last band to
clip C in Step 2 If you're not sure the bracelet is long enough, wrap it around your other wrist. Make sure it's not too tight! Wearing a very tight bracelet can disrupt blood circulation or cause swelling. [1] 1 Collect your materials. Count the number of bands you need for your bracelet. This bracelet is slightly thicker than the basic bracelet, so you'll probably
need about 30 bands for a children's bracelet and about 40 for an adult bracelet. You also need a C-clip or S-clip. If you don't want to work with your fingers, you can use unscathed pens, knitting needles and even sticks to hold the bands. No matter what you use, the process is the same. [2] Just hold a pen in the non-dominant hand and work with your
dominant hand. Using two (or more!) colors of bands better reveals the fishtail design than just using one. 2 Wrap a woven tape around your index and middle fingers. Bend in the middle to create infinity or 8 form. Be careful not to stretch the bands too much. If it's too much, they can break. 3 Wrap two more woven tapes around your index and middle fingers.
Bending these bands; just place it on top of the first one. From now on, you're not going to bend any more bands. If you're using two or more colors, make sure you want the colors when you're tying the bands. 4 Pull the bottom woven tape on your middle finger over the top tape. Place it in the middle of the tapes (at your fingertips) and release it. Then pull the
bottom bench band on your index finger over the top band. Bring it out and let it go. 5 Slide the currently in-center tape into the clip. This helps prevent the bracelet from coming back while you work. 6 Wrap another loom tape around your fingers. Repeat my name to 4. Continue adding tape and repeating Step 4 until you get the size you want. 7 Slide the last
tape to the other side of the plastic clip. It will complete Now you have a nice fishtail bracelet! You can change this method to make a ring or necklace -- just difat less or more tape until it's the length you want, and then connect the ends with a plastic clip. 1 Collect your supplies. You need bench bands of 3 different colors, a C-clip or S-clip, and two pens (or
rods or mesh needles). This bracelet is more chunkier than the previous two, so you need between 40 and 50 bands for about 70 bands for a child's bracelet and an adult bracelet. Use as much as you need. 2 Wrap three 8-shaped bands around the pens. Use the same color for all three bands here. This is different from the fishtail bracelet above because it
will only twist all three bands instead of one. We're going to #1 this group. 3 Wrap three bands in a second color around the pens. Don't bend these groups. Just roll it around the pencils. We're going to #2 this group. 4 Pull the bottom three bands (group bands) over the tip of the #1 the bottom of the pen. Then repeat for the correct pen. The first three groups
(group #1) must now be ringed in the middle of the #2 groups (group groups). 5 Wrap three bands in a third color around the pens. It's just like Step 3: bend these bands, just wrap them around the pencils. We're going #3 this group. 6 Pull the bottom three bands (group bands) over the tip of the #2 the bottom of the pen. Then repeat for the correct pen.
Group #2 bands must now be looped #3 the middle of group groups. Repeat steps 3 and 4. Don't forget to alternate your colors. Just keep wrapping groups of three bands around the pens and bringing the lower bands over the middle pens. Continue until the bracelet is as long as you want. 8 Slide the plastic clip to the bottom end of the 6th (where you
started). At the top of the table, the last group of groups creates two loops. Put them together and carefully slide the loops on the pens. Take your time with this step. Pulling too fast can cause the zizizi to unravel! 9 Wrap a loop around your non-dominant thumb. Using your dominant hand, pull the other loop to slightly separate the tapes. Then slide this loop
to the other loop. Now there should be a slipknot at the end of the 100th. Be sure to slip the three bands along the loop! 10 Insert the remaining loop in front of the clip. You will complete the apartment and you will be ready to wear bracelets! 1 Collect your supplies. You need at least two colors, a plastic S-clip, a dinner fork (with four forks) and various bench
bands of a pen or rod. (Everything is long, skinny and works lightly pointing.) This pattern is more complex than others, so take your time! 2 Slide a woven tape around the first fork of the fork. The fork must be facing you. Pull the band back a little bit. and slide on the second fork. Continue pulling, bending and looping the remaining two forks. The group
should do something that looks like two 8s on the fork. 3 Repeat Step 2. You can use a different color or the same color, depending on how thick you want the lines in the pattern to be. 4 Slide the pen under the front band of the bottom band on the first fork. Pull up and fork over the back fork. It should come over the top band and form a loop behind the fork.
5 Slide the pen under the front band of the bottom band on the second fork. Pull up and fork over the back fork. Repeat with the last two cycles. 6 Step 2 again. There's got to be a line of nisals on the fork that look like 8 again. Repeat steps 4 and 5 using the pen to pull the bottom band from the front up and over the fork to the back. 7 Repeat Steps 2-5.
Continue the pattern alternately between rows of 8 loops and pulling the bottom band over fork forks. Create as many rows as necessary to make the bracelet the length you want. After finishing a few lines, give back a little pull of the bracelet. This pattern will help keep it tight and in place. 8 Insert one end of the plastic clip into the rings at the end of the 1st.
When you pull the bracelet (which should be behind the fork), you should see two open rings where you start weaving. Slide one end of the S-clip into both loops. 9 Slide all four loops from the fork. Make sure you pinch them at the bottom as you slide so you don't lose them! Slide all four loops from the other end of the S-clip. You're out of hekz trout! Take
your time with this step. If you slide loops too fast, it can untie the bracelet. 1 Collect your supplies. You need to be patient with some kind of loom tape, a plastic C-clip or S-clip, and a little bit of patience. This project bracelet is longer, so it requires more tape and more time to make. 2 Wrap two bands around your thumb and fore finger. Don't bend them.
Hold your thumb and index finger, so the bands stretch a little. 3 Wrap a group of different colors in the middle of your holding groups. To create a slipknot, pass one end of this tape through the loop at the other end and pull to squeeze it. 4 Keep loops in the first two bands together to create a circle. You must have an apartment of four cycles. Slide two more
bands between loops. Be sure to slide these new bands in all four loops! 5 Step 4 again. Keep building circles with your bands and scrolling through new bands. You start to form a chain. Repeat this process until the necklace is as long as you want. You can change the number of tapes you use for each connection in your necklace; less tape creates a
thinner connection, while more tape creates a larger connection. 6 Slide both ends of the necklace into it saveve the clip and it's safe. Now there's a finished necklace! Add New Question How do I make a Starburst bracelet? Here's a look at how to make a starburst bracelet. Question How do I make a loom with a weaving counter? Rest the tape on the latch,
overlap. Use only one line. Pull over the bottom of each tape and then pull it out. You should have a zizizi now. Question How do I make a bracelet ring? Make a bracelet, but be shorter depending on the size of your finger. You can measure how many bands you need by wrapping the bracelet tightly around your finger and counting the bands. Question How
do I do the single Kareli? You can put double loop bands or wires. You can also find a tutorial on YouTube. Question How do I make zippered weaving tapes with my fingers? Just grab your two fingers, index finger and middle finger, then rap your 16th or the other tape, and then you're done. Question What is the difference between rainbow loom and loom
groups? First of all, they're different companies. Bench bands are cheaper, but Rainbow Looms are much better quality. Question How do I make a toe ring out of these? Not only do you want to make patterns, but use fewer bands, so your tone size. Question How to make basket pantie pattern? A hook that can be very difficult will just have to do the project.
Question What is the most advanced woven tape pattern? If you want the most advanced woven tape pattern, you should try a Hexafish. Question How do I make old loom tapes unbreakable? Try not to pull them too much, because when too much power is applied, the old woven tapes break. Show more answers Ask a Question Thanks! Thanks! Thanks!
Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! wikiHow is a wiki similar to Wikipedia, which means that most of our articles are co-authored by multiple authors. To create this article, 19 people, some of whom are anonymous, resized and developed it over time. This article has been viewed 205,518 times. Co-Authors: 19 Updated: March 29, 2019 Watch: 205,518 Categories:
Loom Bracelet Edition 205,518 Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 205,518 times send fan mail to authors. I didn't know how to make any woven tapes except the original way first. Now I know i can fishtail (pictured) and a three-tier one! ... This really helped me more. I'm disappointed I don't have the hook. Then I found this. Whoever
did this article, thank you. ... What really helped me is that weaving tapes can be made in different styles without too much stress. How do I do it and how to join the S hook helped me. It's a very good detail on how to make bench bands, thank you. Everything was very helpful and it was fun to form groups of weaving groups. I I thought the instructions were
really clear. It was very helpful because I can do more now. Thank you very much, it helped me a lot. Was. mostly used to it. Thanks! Fishtail bench bracelet. Share your story
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